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Austral summer 1984 - 1985 was the most successful cam-
paign thus far for the full-disk helioseismology project. The
new modified instrument obtained good quality observations
for a total of 480 hours. There were several uninterrupted long
runs ranging as high as 61/2 days of coronal seeing. If it had not
been for the delay in arrival of the field team from Christchurch
because of bad weather at McMurdo and other on-site factors,
the longest continuous run would have exceeded 16 days. This
experience demonstrated that provision must be made for com-
mencing at station opening and operating until closing, which is
feasible because we now have all of the facilities required for
operation at the remote site (5 miles from South Pole Station).

Currently we are translating the tapes recorded in the field
into conventional format for data processing and analysis. This
work is expected to be completed soon, but the analysis will be
time-consuming.

In the meantime, we have made significant progress process-
ing and analyzing the tapes that were recorded in the spatially
resolved experiment several years ago (Pomerantz 1983). Figure
1 is a version of the so-called "k - w diagram," with which
Deubner (1975), using data of much poorer quality, demon-

rated for the first time that solar oscillations are indeed global
extent. The remarkable point is that this plot, covering
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lues (degree of the spherical harmonic, essentially the

 of wavelengths around the solar circumference) 0 to 200
n the x axis and frequency 0 to 5.55 millihertz on the y axis
epresents just zonal harmonics and only 200 of the 40,200

modes that exist from f = 0 to 200 (or 1/2 percent). Thus, this
constitutes 1/4 of 1 percent of what should be extractable from the

data. This figure suggests that it might be possible to go out to
= 360, thus covering essentially the entire solar interior.

Figure 1. Reduction of a small part of data acquired in the spatially
resolved observations of solar oscillations carried out at the South
Pole. The degree of the spherical harmonics (x-axis) range from f =
0 to 200, and the frequency (y-axis) from 0 to 5.55 millihertz. Each
ridge corresponds to a different value of the order n, which is
essentially the number of modes from the surface to the center of
the Sun.

Using the data shown in figure 2, it has already been possible
for us to achieve one of the stated objectives of the program-
i.e., to address the question of the frequency dependence of the
ratio of the amplitudes of the intensity and Doppler-shift os-
cillations. Intensity observations of the solar atmosphere tem-
perature minimum were made from the geographic South Pole
using a 6-angstrom filter centered on the calcium K-line and a
two-dimensional diode array camera. Doppler-shift observa-
tions of a pair of photospheric spectrum lines near 6,191 ang-
stroms were made at Kitt Peak using a large grating spec-
trograph and a similar camera. Both sets of observations were
processed to produce power density spectra of zonal oscilla-
tions for spherical harmonic degrees 0 to 200. Non-oscillatory
background power was subtracted and then the average power
over degree ranges 10 to 200 and 50 to 150 was determined. As is
shown in figure 3, over the frequency range 2.5 to 5.0 millihertz
the ratio of intensity fluctuation to Doppler-shift amplitude
increases linearly with frequency by a factor of 3.9. This be-
havior is roughly in accord with the idea that low-frequency
intensity fluctuations will be relatively smaller because of the
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longer time for the atmosphere to adjust passively to a velocity
perturbation.

Figure 2. Comparison of velocity data, on the left, with a very small
fraction of intensity data recorded at the South Pole.
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Figure 3. Plot of the ratio of intensity amplitude to velocity ampli-
tudes in figure 2. The points represent two different ranges of €
values.
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The idea of an astronomical observatory at one of the poles of
the Earth must have suggested itself to many astronomers,
particularly those interested in variable stars, planets, and the
Sun because of the changes which occur in these objects in
relatively short time intervals. It is exceedingly frustrating to
have the observation cease because of the star setting (or reach-
ing such a low altitude that the observations became mean-
ingless) or because of the Sun rising—particularly when obser-

vation is curtailed just when the most interesting changes are
taking place. This is particularly true when the period of light
variation is some multiple of a day, but even in other cases,
continuous observing spells are extremely important.

Unfortunately, the only sites at which such criteria can be met
are those at or very near to one of the poles. An added advan-
tage of such a site is that the altitude of a star will remain
constant so that there will be no brightness changes caused by
the change of air mass through which the starlight must pass

The south terrestrial pole is preferable to the north for at leas
two reasons. First, the southern stars have been documente4
much less than the northern, because there are more telescope
in the Northern Hemisphere. The second reason is even mor
important: there are no facilities at the North Pole for shieldin
and supplying observers and for providing power and shelter
for the telescope, associated equipment, and all the other essen-
tials needed to carry on an observing program. All of these are
now available at the South Pole.
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